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“If we were on the right road, having to leave it would mean endless despair. But we are on a road that only leads to a second one, and then to a third one, and so forth, and the real highway will not "be sighted for a long-time-perhaps never^amd we drift in doubt, but also in an inconceivably beautiful diversity| so the accomplishment of hopes remains an always-unexpected miracle, but in compensation,, this miracle remains forever possible.“Franz Kafka

Hollyhocks are a delicate pink, almost white, moving to a deep rose toward the yellow center. Below the flowers, gray-green leaves gather sunlight, The flowers become paler, day by day, as the sun rises in the morning sky.
Hay, and the chinaberries are in full leaf. The wind through them creates a world of shimmering greens, grays, yellows-their variety infinite, as the light dances across each delicate plane.
Two small gray sonoran doves are walking by on the sidewalk outside the front door. Their heads move back and forth locked in a fluid rhythm with the steps they take. They have moved out of my sight,
Gars move across my line of vision much faster than the doves, Bach car, I see for perhaps one second. For another second, if. they are moving north, I see them reflected in the glass of the open front door. Back and forth they move by the thousands,
I drive an Oldsmobile, The vibration of the motor is comforting as I sit in the early morning, warming the oil. The chrome on the dashboard and steering wheel reflect the warm blue of the sky.
Safety belts save lives Hake: OldsTear Ho, 57 Me, Ho, 1TK 929 Bate 5-14-64 Station Ho, 156
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Felicia gathered ehinaberries from the ground and piled them carefully to be carried away. A big dog came, and thinking it was an altar, shit, carefully centered on the highest part, elevating and offering his waste to the earth, an enrichment still warm from his body.
I love the wind, bending everything before it. May days—the wind envelopes me, flaunting its power; the power of my earth.

I remember Qrumwiddy. Frank Orumwlddy. One night Jean and Orumwiddy and I went down to the Shamrock. It was dark and dirty inside and always smelled like stale wine. $here was a single lamp in the back that formed a cone of light over the pool table. I picked up the barmaid. She was a mexican girl and she was really good looking. Everybody in the place was after her.After she got off at one, we went to Phil and Peck's on south fourth. It's a diner built from an old railroad ear, painted red with a tiny aeon sign, the food was good, later she blew me in the front seat of an old yellow Plymouth I had. It was winter and our bodies created so much heat that the windows steamed up completely.
As I painted last night, the power I felt streamed out through my hand. It's there to see on the canvas. The indelible mark of a rare momemt-a moment when things were right and good.
"Whatever does not kill me strengthens me." Qamus
"Ho meditation, whether rapt or casual, on the planetary system, the suns, nebulae and galaxies, will ever enable me to contain, will ever console me for not containing, the world."

Genet
I used to worry that someday I would die and there would be things I wouldn't know, things I hadn't seen, thoughts I hadn't thought.
"My parents were every artist before me whose work I knew."David Smith
How easy it is to squash a fly. The power of life and death. In the yard, in a tub, is a large snail and a
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strawberry plant = It would seem that the strawberry plant is food for the snailo The life of each is dependent on the other. To move the snail, allows the strawberry plant to live. It's a beautifully slimy snailo There are four antenae-like protrusions on its head. It can turn them inside out on each other like a balloon being unrolled. It can slide itself out of its shell and become a traveler, carrying its home on its back. Cloistered inside, it is sheltered and .takes on the character of its surroundings. This morning I mistook it for a rock.
A cockroach's wing is a glistening rich brown. When I was young there were many mice and cockroaches living in my room. One time I left a bag of popcorn on a desk and in the morning a mouse had tunneled his wayinto it, eating all the while. Sometimes I heard themat might, crawling and scurrying over and under papers on the tops of things.
"If Picasso drips I drip."

' Gorky
1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 6, ?, 8, 9» 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 13, 16,17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23t 24, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,31, 32, 33t 34, 33t 36 inch aluminum ruler.
"Mules, there have to be rules for if there are me rules there is anarchy and anarchy is a void."

- Stravinsky
, Art annex studio B. Karo crystal clear syrup, krylon crystal clear spray coat me. 1300 A, wood, metal, paper, leather, watereolors from Italy by Andrew lush from two until seven o'clock, kleenex tissues, new space saver box.
Strathmore alexis drawing pad no. 400-4, Atlas-Aegena, Titan II, white, 24 sheets, 9 % 12. White cloud, green leaf, blue sky-karo crystal clear syrup-dry in minutes.
It is different to draw from photographs than from objects in space.

12 s 27 12 s 28 IBM 2 G
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2 11Bgreen arrow pointing up 
12:29red arrow pointing down "black "button in between 
12:3©if you don't push the button it won't move 
12:31Ooca-Oola-life is so much fun when you're refreshed 12 s 32and coke refreshes you best 759 18, 46, 1© - Ingle 
12:33 IBH timemy new essential 12:34key ring is reduced to five indispensable keys, lb longer must I
12:35struggle with unneeded keys. 1© longer is my key ring fat and important, looking like a jailor's. Before they take you back to a cell, they make you remove your belt, your shoe laces and everything from your pockets. 12:36I am nine minutes nearer my death..
”1 am interested neither in the past, nor the future, only the present, fhe truth is for me today."Stravinsky
“Once he has reached the absurd and tries to live accordingly, a man always perceives that consciousness is the hardest thing in the world to maintain."
"Secret of my universe: imagining Sod without humanimmortality." Qamus
fhe lights are lousy in this gallery. Flake white is warmer and covers better than zinc white. Zinc white is deathly cold.
With roots - barks - herbs since...18?61888 works the elevator
I've always been afraid' of elevators and bridges. I always dread crossing the Mississippi river because I
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have to cross a bridge, To be enclosed in a car, a moving cage, high over water, seems to invite being droppedo If yon drop into water in a ear, yon should leave the window partially open, dust before the ear fills, take a deep breath and open the door and try to swim toward the lighto Elevators and ears on bridges silently separate yon and enclose yon over a space through which yon could fall* I sometimes dream I am alone in an elevator and it continues rising above the top floor of a building as if it would go through the roof. It haltingly stops just under the roof and begins to descend but I cannot make it stop at any floor level. It moves up and down, starting and stopping, always between levels. I am growing less afraid.
$w© thousand miles away it snows. Shere are large chestnut trees and squirrels and fireflies-fireflies lighting a glass jar on a warm summer night. I was born in the moon of the falling leaves-Bcorpio.
We came from Illinois to Arizona in 194-6. I was seven years old. Our yellow canary died on the way and we buried him beside the road.
Sputnik I went up from the Steppes of Siberia in September of 1957o
When you are young you believe yourself indestruetable =You are never ending-infinite. Grand deception. How fragile the breath of life. "Johnny, 1 can’t move my legs. I can’t feel anything.n I remember going off the road. My mind has carved the space of a few seconds from my memory. It is a short void, a violent, irrevocable three or four seconds. I wonder about that space. Ike ripping of my body from the bike-the floating sensation just before 1 hit the ground! Ihat last second when all the pain and ecstasy of my legs was still intact, fhe impact. What does it feel like as your back
"Hi Jerry.""Hell© Mr. littler."
is breaking. Does it hurt?
Ihru the window a jet, a butterfly, and the smiling, revolving, red nosed yellow sun, shining benevolently down through dark sunglasses on it all.
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I can see the reflection of my own eye and eyelashes in the hack of the lenses of my glasses« The stm is reflecting just righto 1 see the pores of my skimo I can even see the film of lubricant on my eyeball flow smoothly back out across the surface as I blink and open my eye.
On a mile track, bikes hit 120 down the chutes» When you lose it you slide a very long way. In a car you lose contact with the reality of your speed= You may be going 50 or, 60 miles per hour but everything takes place in slew motiono Everything seems to float and if you pass another car the movement is slow and lazy0 On a bike you never really lose contact with the speed at which you’re moving.The blur of the wall down the chutes and the contact of your foot in the corners are constant reminders. The immediate contact with the surface of the track,in all its variations and the completely unobstructed view, keep you aware of your speed. Extreme awareness of speed is an indescribably beautiful assault on the senses. The rhythm of a body and a machine acting as one, pushing always toward a line over which lies some form of self-revelation. The elation of winning a race is a drunkenness-a high flying feeling of unequivical power. You never question yourability to cope with anything. You just turn it on and bulldoze or waltz your way through.
What makes the difference between a vital and alive space and one that is dead.
“A very, very dead lizard-oh was he a dead lizard."
A bird with a broken neck, still warm as the.life streams from its body and sinks obscurely into an unknown and infinite void.
El Bapido Tortilla factory One Way 77 Court Ave. Washington Street One Way Ho left 10, 20, 50, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,90, 100. Temp 0 H Amps 1C OIL 0-60 Gas E m  46004 off onstart inside air fan outside air temp defrost 5° 4. 6. 7»11. 14. 16.
If everything that doesn’t kill me strengthens me, them the only negative is death. Everything that enters my consciousness is positive. If there must be rules and without them anarchy-void-how can everything other than death be positive? If there must be rules, doesn't that imply both positive and negative? Is total insanity a positive occurence for the consciousness that experiences it?
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You are what you think you are. Why does one terrorize oneself with self doubt. I am very ambitious. The high points of positive thought generate their own energy into your work and you feel warm about these times.
An electrical storm at midnight A. 191© Buiok starting KTKT Presents...Monday Monday
I will always be ambitious = To lose my ambition is to give up my belief in myself.
95O
ETKf Channel 99 Continuous news
The movement of a world around my eyes is constant: leaves shimmering in the sunlight5. faucet dripping9 light seeping in and out the window, the movement of the pen and hand as I write on this paper.
17 before two 
USA.Eagle
I have dandruff. It flakes off like cracker crumbs.A winter day A summer daySummer days are bright, a white saturating summer light. 
Cinco de May©
I am alive; I see, I feel, I hear, I smell, I taste. My mind envelopes the light streaming into it.
GM 8174 your key to greater value. Power brake, lights on, off, wiper on 26276.59 Special Parking So. ©402 =
Turn the ignition to the left and the engine stops. The loss of exhaust pressure sends the fumes seeping forward into the car. Then the air clears, colored only by thesmell of fresh enamel. The same enamel that supposedly,suddenly makes my car devoid of any character.
A mother, dying and very conscious of it, asks a son, who she loves as herself, if he believes in God. She must have wanted so much to believe, knowing in her heart she didn't; and that the son, who was so much a part of her, couldn't either. Hear the end, it became



almost an impossible task for her mind to state a single ordered thought« She fevers had numbed and robbed her,
fhey go to the eemeterj daily and polish the brass plafmes and place new flowers <> I hate the void 1 believe death to be. I hate the trap we are all born to0 How can flowers and shining brass console me for a mother and father who have moved into that void? I never go to the cemetery«
1 aspire to rise out of the anonymity of life, and yet it is meaninglesso The life one lives can never be less important than the scratches one might leave behind. When the spark of my transitory existence leaves me, I become, like all others, a very, very dead lizard,
“We always have too low an opinion of ourselves. But in poverty, illness, or loneliness we become aware of our eternity. We need to be forced into our very last bastions,Grenier
You must be submerged in experience. You must be totally permeated by it and transformed. Those who search vicariously will never understand,
Hoorn sky in winter, I am a snow child racing across the desert into the eastern blackness. Is a smew child meant to be born? The subtle shadows race before,my eyes. The white hot onrushimg headlights, blinding, scream out of the night, pass, and recede, a reflected red glow dimming. The rhythm of the center line-white- white-white-white-aecompanies the flow of the gray pavement, Is a snow child meant to be born? Hipped from the darkness and comfort of the womb we are all snow children.
Positively no smoking in the gallery,
I have a spot of non-vision in my right eye. It reads as a small black spot that moves over any light surface.It is impossible to look at directly because it is out of the line of focus. It moves fleetingly ahead of me if I try to look at it. As I follow it down, it hides, disappearing below the lower lid, I first noticed it once when I stared at the ceiling for forty days. It would dance like a butterfly in slow motion-exploring the pale green surface that formed the limiting plane above,. The window was an endless space rushing away from me. Anyway, 1 have this blind spot the size of a pinpoint in my right eye.



a?ke desert skgr is a primitive skye
My momemts of consciousness are more frequent by the day it would seem* A confused mixture of elation and revelation fills these moments. When you look at the ground sometimes you become aware of a thousand entities beneath the eye of normal vision.
low can someone arrest9 in total innocence, his vision. Somehow the mind maintains a primitive, childlike state in which the symbols of existence repeat themselves over and over and you feel it would continue so always. Is it negative? It might have to do with conscious choice.$o choose and to be bound by are two different things.
When I first saw her, her clothes were never ironed, I called her the rumpled girl. It seemed a very ©pen and free act not to iron her clothes. She was bisexual. "Actually," she said, "I'm polysexual. I like to eat flowers too." It was a very brief, fleeting encounter.
A blue cat comes to visit us. She was a he, but turned into a she, bulging with her motherhood. Her name is Braque =
Bark olive green is chipping off the door, around the hand worn brass of the catch, fhere is a black button, framed by a brass rectangle to the right. She noises of this elevator speak of its age. Its electric heart whirrs as it pulls its counter balanced cage up and down its glass and iron shaft, She umbilical of its lights and solenoids swing gently up and down with it, the stream of energy allowing it to continue its ordered dance. On the front is a flexible folding door.
The chicken wire embedded in the glass of this tube gives it a eagelike quality, forming a myriad of hexagonal patterns, changing in scale according to the distance from your eye; one,near encloses seven far.
The grease of the finger and hand prints on the door reflects the light of the fluorescent tubes. like small gray flowers, they are almost lost in the humility of their insignificance. The windows are dirty.I press the button. The weights rise and the cage lowers.tier 1lightalarmstoptier 3



please clos both tier 2please clo "both doors Otis Elevator Go.
Ehe inside panels are a very pasty turquoise with a single bare electric bulb for illumination.
In the hills above Hollywood there is an old elevator which goes about 200 feet up the side of a hill. It has all the creaking and groaning and hesitant jumping of most old elevators. ■ Sometimes it drops two or three feet, jerking itself up short on the cables. Ehe lone tower holds only the elevator, like the tower of a cathedral separated from the mass, raising and lowering people and garbage, anytime, day or night.
please close both doors 4tier 4please close both doors tier 3fSounds of a late May afternoon; birds, a helicopter, a droning transport, receding birds =
"If I still feel a grain of anxiety, it is at the thought of this unseisable moment slipping through my fingers like a ball of quicksilver. Let those who want to, stand aside from the world. I no longer feel sorry for myself, for I now see myself being born. I am happy in this world for my kingdom is of this world. A cloud passes and a moment grows pale = I die to myself..."

Gamus
I used to dream I could fly when I was younger. I could concentrate myself into the air for a few hours and then I would lose the power and float gently back to earth.. A barefoot flyer with a revolver that wouldn’t fire.
"If someone here told me to write a book on morality, it would:have a hundred pages and ninety nine would be blank. On the last page I should write: ’I recogniseonly one duty and that is to love.'"

Gamus
I love people. I hate people. Perhaps I hate for what I see in myself. Some kind of apathy and indifference.
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Rejection spawns rejection. We have this tacit agreement to smile and say hello "but it hides our complete and unalterable isolation. How seldom does my heart cry out to another human "being. My ego is like a raging cancer9 consuming my mind and my body.
Headlights 9 those blinding are lamps of the might highway, become pale orange glows in the explosion of the midmorning sun. My eyes narrow to protect themselves from this morning light, and the constant, the headlights, become only a shadow of7 their nightly glory.How much more light shatters this summer day than my eyes allow me to see?
If I am nature, then anything I do is natural. If I kill?
If words don't need paintings, why should paintings need words? Both the significant word and the significant image arise from the same world experience =
There is no hesitant self denial or self destruction in the growth of leaves on a branch. They do not begin to grow in one place only to die and begin again in another. How can a painting be so compelling that you cannot rest until it is painted out? It was dead and out of it grew something alive. But it. could not live until it had been dead.
In order to be truly free, one must rid himself of all guilt. True freedom is without guilt.
“It is difficult to realize that one can be superior to a large number of people without thereby becoming someone superior. And in that lies his genuine superiority.“Oamus
The idea of total ambiguity of a position. This is a strong, lucid, positive point of view in itself. Hot to say either yes or no, but to say yes no. A third position encompassing and unbound by positive or negative.
Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful that white bird.
A flame within a flame. Four candles; two yellow, one blue and one lavender. A blue flame running to orange and yellow.
Only insects and leaves inhabit the air between us, one flitting back and forth, the other gently swaying in the breeze.



You move "but I cannot hear* Occasionally the vibrations of your strings break through the insects and leaves and touch my ear above the mechanical rattle* Cooler, birds, dripping faucet, silent afternoon*
Oh friend, how can you say we have nothing in common?We are both human beings and we are both existing in , mid twentieth century* fhe magnitude of that bond alone is staggering* lb divergence could possibly stand before the binding of a single word between us, Time was and time will be, but this moment is. I can only, in sorrow, think it petty to say we have nothing in common.
Beautiful white bird-flame within a flame*
What is, is not subject to moral judgment* What is to be is subject to change = There can be nothing artificial. Given natural materials (the only materials available) and human intelligence (the natural state of evolutionary development) whatever man produces is natural * The splitting of the atom is the natural consequence of man's intelligence and the atom's ability to split* If it did not follow natural laws, it could not have occurred*
When a work is dishonest or superficial, it does not spring from what Kandinsky calls, "inner necessity,11 but it is still the natural product of the dishonesty or superficiality of an individual. judgment is not a moral one but simply one of fact. If I encompass something , I am larger than it* It is what I do not understand that I must grow to encompass.
How can one say to another, "you and I have nothing in common,w
Bed mask, silver horns, orange mouth, large nose, eyes cut out,PinataMandolinBell pepper plant, green, growing in my window.
We have nothing in common I. We have everything in common I I want to scream it over and over. Everything I
Woodcuts stacked up on the shelf* Why would anyone keep piling things up*
Creation-1 draw a single line on a single piece of paper and I have created. I have altered, by my hand, the



universe in which I exist. On the floor in front of me are a small blue piece of paper, a nail, a hair pin and a tiny block of wood. How right they are lying at random on the floor,
A selfless act is one in which the existence of self is forfeited, fo be killed rather than kill; consciously accepting no moral values and the complete and total absurdity of everything.
Self is everything, Hy infinite universe is bounded by the mating of my father's seed and my mother's egg, and the last beat my heart takes, How important seconds become, 1 must savor and expand each second, exploring and knowing every corner of it, just as one must explore and know a woman's body. We must be lovers, each second and 1, World without pain, you do not exist,
fhe impulse to touch people seems such a warm and natural thing,
leal-kill color coated bug bombs, Condition green. Kill the enemy-house and garden pests. For complete kill, remember, mama get Beal-kill,
Mar, liar, pants on fire
the confusion of a jet's vapor trail, a cloud and a gnat flying round my hand. She wind pushes the vapor trail, giving it away, revealing it for what it is.
Mar, liar, pants on fire
Mght is the possessor of such exquisite patterns. Streaming through a moving tree, it casts a myriad of blues upon blues on the side of a car, 'How gentle and warm the moving sun can be-how very green, a thousand greens, is one tree. Bed is my roof-white below and blue above,
I am growing all the time, 1 have lost the arrogance that allowed me to deny so much so easily, She world I can encompass is constantly expanding,
"The art of mastering life is the prerequisite for all further forms of expression, whether they are paintings, sculptures, tragedies, or musical compositions. Wot only to master life in practice, but to shape it meaningfully within me and to achieve as mature an attitude before it as possible," Klee
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I did not oreate xay world and I am only a fugitive traveler within ito It exists there within and around me.So be free of guilt„ must I accept its every facet?
She wonder of eight lights that click on and off simultaneously—  ,Bed9 stop9 now green.Bed again.Six cars go by.Green again.Market Spot. Johnson's Drug Store.
"fruly I dislike also those who call everything good and this world the best of all. I call such people the all-contented...^0 chew and digest everything-that is to have a really swinish nature ' Always to say ye-a— only the ass and those like him have learned that."Mietzsche

Why has my world never been among people?

She heat is beginning to stretch into the night. Things seem to slow. Everything becomes as though taken through the reality of a slow motion camera. The heat pours down around you, holding you in a listless sea of heavy air. She wind and the dust begin to play their summer games- het spiraling funnels of air sweeping things up in their path, only to pour them out over the top and spill them back onto the baked roof tops.
fhe exhaust fumes of the car. She blind spot in my eyei it dances on the gray block wall in front of me. As my eye moves, it moves, fhe clouds hold the heat in like a blanket. Suddenly, the reflection of a tree in a ear window.
"0 individual you who serve no one, you useless one ! Greate aims for yourself; play, delude yourself and others, be an artist." Klee
1© delude oneself and suddenly become aware of it-what a cruel joke to play on oneself.



The sun heats down among large raindrops0 The water dashing down for a few minutes offers no relief hut fills the air with an equatorial dampness»
“For in the end, we are alone on this earth, even in our love»H El e e

A magie rain-sparkling, cooling, crystal rain, light rain, washing the soul of the pink house and the red stop sign in the deep hlue of a summer night.

“Convince oneself that a work of art is a human thing and that the creator has nothing to expect from a transcendental 'dictation* Camus
"A writer must never speak of his doubts regarding his . creation., It would he too easy to answer himi 'Who is forcing you to create? If it is such constant anguish, why do you endure it?*, louhts are the most intimate thing about us. lever speak of one's doubts, whatever they may he „" Camus
If ambition is nothing hut human vanity, my vanity is overwhelming.
“The great problem to he solved “practicallycan one he happy and solitary?“ Camus
We all live in a yellow submarine A yellow submarine A yellow submarine We all live in a yellow submarine A yellow submarine A yellow submarine
Bronze dust turns the skin green.
“Christ died for someone, but it was not for me. Man is guilty, but he is so for not having been able to derive
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everything from Mmself-this is a mistake that has grown since the beginning," Camus
The toad called the king on the telephone and said hello, AgfaHow much Forty dollars Agfa Agfafopas filters MSI AgfaWith all this German typing on this little thing this bastard must have come from Germany,AgfaIf you saw it you.1 d love it,16mmAgfaThe toad hung up.
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"There cannot be a God because if there were one, I could not accept not being he," Hietzeche
SavingsFederalSavings94°Savings94°5:45
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The burst of happiness and love that are produced by a moment of consciousness are impossible to put into any kind of wordso Just as I could not explain the projection or the realization of pure esthetic beauty<>
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"What makes men of genius 0 „ ds not new ideas; it is that dominant idea that what has been said has not yet been said enougho"

Belaeroix
"My most constant temptation3 the one against which I have never ceased fighting to the point of exhaustions cynicismo" Camus
The ability to laugh at oneself and all that one holds sacred seems almost sacred in itself» In the end it is what makes life tolerable.
"I should believe only in a God who understood how to danceo"; ■ lietasche
The first picture of the earth as a sphere taken by lunar orbiting vehicle. The flat earth society of England denies it, says it is a picture of one of the large bodies between here and the moon.

"My little girl is singings 'Ah ah'ah ah.' I do not understand its meaning, but 1 feel what she wants to say. She wants to say that everything...is not horror, but joy.” Vaslov Hijinsky
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Figure 1 Woman in an Interior Oil. 36 x 48 inches
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Figure 2 Portrait of a Lady Oil. 52 x 40 inches



Figure 5 Sunset Woman Smiling at the Moon Oil. - 52 x 52 inches



Figure 4 If I Were a Carpenter Oil. 56 x 48 inches



Figure 5 Mechanics Song I
Oil. 37 x 54- inches



Figure 6 Mechanics Song IIOil. $6 x 48 inches
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Figure 7 Portrait of a Lady in RedBronze. 27 inches
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Figure 8 Portrait of a Lady in Red. View 2 Bronze. 27 inches



Figure 9 HeadBronze. 27 inches
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Figure 10 Head. View 2Bronze. 22# inches
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Figure 11 Balancing Act II Bronze. 31 inches



Figure 12 Balancing Act IIView 2Bronze. 31 inches



Figure 13 Balancing Act IIView 3
Bronze. 31 inches
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Figure 14 Woman With a LargeYellow Nose.Bronze. 33 inches



Figure 15 Woman With a Large Yellow Nose.View 2 Bronze. 55 inches


